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ABSTRACT" In this paper we consider finite p’-nilpotent groups which is a gener-

alization of finite p-nilpotent groups. This generalization leads us to consider

the various special subgroups such as the Frattini subgroup, Fitting subgroup, and

the hypercenter in this generalized setting. The paper also considers the condi-

tions under which product of p’-nilpotent groups will be a p’-nilpotent group.
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1. INTRODUCTION.
We consider only finite groups. It is well known that a group is p-nilpotent

if it has a normal complement. We generalize this concept by defining a group G

to be -nilpotent, a set of primes, if G has a normal ’-subgroup N with G/N

a nilpotent x-group. Let P be the set of all primes. When {p}, x-nilpotency

is same as p-nilpotency. When P {p}, x-nilpotency is called p’-nilpotency.

In 1959 W.E. Deskins [I] defined the p-Frattini subgroup, @p(G), as the intersec-

tion of all maximal subgroups of p-free index in G. He showed that @p(G) is p’-

nilpotent [2]. M. Torres [3] defined (G) pp_ p(G). Results similar to those

for @(G) were obtained by E. Arrington-ldowu [4] for @p(G) and by M. Torres for

(G). We use these results and obtain characterizations for a group to be nil-

potent, metanilpotent. Using known results on p-nilpotent groups we observe that

p’-nilpotent groups form a saturated formation . We obtain results on the__pF
hypercenter of G similar to those known for the usual hypercenter of G and also a

characterization for a group to be p’-nilpotent. Some additional results are also

proved. We use standard notation and terminology as in [5].

2. DEFINITIONS AND KNOWN RESULTS.
DEFINITION 2.1 G is -nilpotent, a set of primes, if Gx, zG and G/Gx, is a

nilpotent x-group. When x P__- {p}, G is called a p’-nilpotent group.

EXAMPLE 2.2 Let G A5 x H where H is nilpotent and 2,3,5 do not lie in x(H).
G is -nilpote.nt for (H). G is not solvable.

Thus, a x-nilpotent group need not be solvable in general. However, a p’-nil-

potent group is always solvable.

The following proposition is easy to prove.
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PROPOSITION 2.3 G is -nilpotent if and only if G is p-nilpotent p c 7.

COROLLARY 2.4 G is p’-nilpotent if and only if G is q-nilpotent q p.

It is well known that p-nilpotent groups form a subgroup closed saturated forma-

tion and that the intersection of two subgroup closed saturated formations is a sub-

group closed saturated formation. In view of Corollary 2.4 we then have that the

p’-r;potent groups form a subgroup closed saturated formation, F We define F

locally as follows in order to make it integrated.

F (p) all p’-nilpotent groups

p(q) {1} q p.

DEFINITION 2.5 The p-hypercenter of G ZF (G) is the largest normal sub-

group of G all of whose G-chief factors are F -central.

DEFINITION 2.6 Let F_ be a formation having an integrated local definition.

N < G is called an F__-immersed subgroup of G if" (i) N < G, (ii) all G-chief factors

that lie in N are F-central.

DFINITION 2.7 A formation F s said to be normally closed if G c F and N<:G,
then N c F.

Using tne following heorem of M. Hale we can conclude that ZF (G) is p’-nil-

potent.

THEOREM 2.8 (M. Hale, Prop. 6 of [6]) For a saturated formation F, F-immersed

subgroups lie in F if and only if F is normally closed.

We include the following two theorems for easy reference.

THEOREM 2.9 (E. Arrington-ldowu) Let G be a group.

(i) x c p(G) if and only if G < R x > with p [ [G <R>] implies G <R>.

(1.1.3 of [4]).
(ii) M<G implies p(M) < p(G). (I.I.7 of [4]).

(iii) p(G) G if and only if G is a p-group. (1.1.2 of [4]).

(iv) if G is p’-nilpotent, then every maximal subgroup of p-free index is

normal in G. (2.1.10 of [4]).
(v) Fp(G/p(G)) Fp(G)/p(G), where Fp(G) is the largest normal p’-nilpotent

subgroup of G. (2.2.3 of [4]).
(vi) let D and M be normal subgroups of G with D <Mf-I@p(G). Then M is p’-

nilpotent if and only if M/D is p’-nilpotent. (2.1.7 of [4]).
THEOREM 2.10 (M. Torres [3]) (G)/F(G) <_ (G/F(G)).

It is easy to verify that the product of normal p’-nilpotent subgroups of G is a

normal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G. Thus, every group G possesses a unique largest

normal p’-nilpotent subgroup, Fp(G).
DEFINITION 2.11 F (G) pp Fp(G).
It is easy to see that Op(G) is the Sylow p-subgroup of Fp(G) and @p(G). In the

light of this observation the following inclusions are obvious"

(G) <_ F(G) <_ (G) <_ F (G).
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. *
3. F (G), 0 (G).

LEMMA 3.1 Fp(G)/Op(G) F(G/Op(G)).
PROOF" Fp(G) is p’-nilpotent and the Sylow p-subgroup of Fp(G) is Op(G). Thus

Fp(g)/Op(g) g(G/Op(g)) N/Op(G), say. Since (N/Op(g))p Np/O/(g) char N/Op(g)
< G Hence Np Op(G).<G/Op(G) implies Np/Op(G) < G/Op(G), we have Np

Therefore, N/Op(G) is a nilpotent group of p-free order and hence N is a p’-nil-

potent normal subgroup of G. Thus N Fp(G). This shows that Fp(G)/Op(G)
g(G/Op(g)). Q.E.D.

, ,
THEOREM 3.2 F (G) and o (G) are metanilpotent.

PROOF" Fp(G)/F(G) (Fp(G)/Op(G))/(F(G)/Op(G)) shows that Fp(G)/F(G) is nil-

potent. Hence pgp (Fp(G)/F(G)) (pggFp(G))/F(G) is nilpotent, i.e., F (G)/F(G)
* F*is nilpotent. Hence F (G) is metanilpotent. Since o (G) < (G), (G) is also

metanilpotent. Q.E.D.

PROPOSITION 3.3 (i) Fp(G/o(G)) Fp(G)/o(G),.
(ii) F (8/0(8)) F (g)/o(g).

PROOF" Fp(G)/o(G) is a p’-nilpotent normal subgroup of G/o(G). Hence Fp(G)/o(G)
Fp(g/o(g)). Let Fp(g/o(g)) N/o(G). (N/o(g))p NpO(G)/o(G) char N/o(G)

G/o(G) implies NpO(G)/o(G)<G/o(G) and hence NpO(G)G. Using Frattini argument,

< G Moreover, N/NpO(G)we have G NG(Np)O(G) Hence G NG(Np). Thus Np
(N/o(G))/(NpO(G)/o(G)) is nilpotent. Therefore, NqNpO(G)<G. Using the general-

ized Frattini argument we have G NG(NqNp)O(G). Hence G NG(NqNp) Thus NqNp
GVq. Since N is solvable N can be written as a permutable product of its Sylow

N Take Npl Np. Using the previous argument, wesubgroups, say, N Npl Pr
have NplNpi =< Fp(G) i. Thus N

_
Fp(G) and so (i) follows

F*(G/o(G)) p& Fp(G/o(G)) p& Fp(G)/o(G) using (i)

p Fp(g))/o(G)
,

F (g)/o(g). Q.E.D.
It is well knom that o(G) G for a finite group G. We saw in 2.9(iii) that

Op(G) G if and only if G is a p-group. We now prove a similar result for

THEOREM 3o4 G is nilpotent if and only if o (G) G.,
PROOF" G nilpotent implies F(G) G and hence o (G) G.
Suppose o (G) G. We first consider the case o(G) 1. In this case consider

/,(). ,"(/,()) g*(/*())
pp (Op(G)Io(G))

pp OpCG))IO(G)
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.
()I()

I().

By induction on IG I, GI(G) is nilpotent and hence G is nilpotent. Next consider

the case @(G) I. If @ (G) @p(G) for some prime p, then G @p(G), a p-group

by 2.9(iii). Thus G is nilpotent in this case also.

We now assume that p(G) < (G) V p . Consider G/Op(G) G/Oq(G) for p q.

*(G/Op(g)) *(g)/Op(g) G/Op(G).

*(g/Oq(G)) *(G)/Oq(g) G/Oq(G).

By induction on IGI, G/Op(G) and G/Oq(G) are nilpotent. Hence G G/(Op(G)
Oq(g) - (G/Op(G)) x (g/Oq(G)) implies that g is nilpotent. Q.E.D.

It is well known that G is nilpotent if and only if G’ ! @(G). We now obtain

a similar characterization for a group to be metanilpotent, i.e., Fitting length

at most 2. First we prove the following lemma..
LEMMA 3.5 Let H<G. Then H/HCo (G) nilpotent implies that H is metanil-

potent.

PROOF- From 2.10 (G)/F(g) ! (G/F(G)). Let o(G/F(G)) X/F(G). H (G)/o (G)
0"H/HCo*(G) is nilpotent by hypothesis Hence HX/o*(G) (Ho*(G)/ (G))

(X/ (G))
* (G) is nilpotent. Nowis nilpotent. Thus (HX/F(G))/(o (G)/F(G)) HX/.o*

(H/F(G)) (XF(G))/(X/F(G))= {(H/F(G))(X/F(G))/(o*(G)/F(G))}/{(X/F(G)/(o*(G)/F(G))}
shows that (HX/F(G))/(X/F(G)) nilpotent. Since product of nilpotent normal sub-

groups is a nilpotent normal subgroup, we see that H/F(G) is a nilpotent normal
subgroup of G/F(G), i.e., H is metanilpotent. Q.E.D..

THEOREM 3.6 (G) <_2 if and only if G’ <_ o (G)..
PROOF" G’ <

_
(G) implies G/o*(G) abelian. Thus G is metanilpotent by 3.5,

i.e., (G) <_2.

Conversely, c(G) 2 implies that G is solvable. Hence Op(G) for some p.

Clearly (G/Op(G)) <2. By induction on IGl, (G/Op(G))’ < o*(G/Op(G)).
0" 0"i.e., G’Op(G)/Op(G) < (G)IOp(G). Hence G’ <G’Op(G) < (G). Q.E.D.

4. p’-NILPOTENT GROUPS.
In this section we obtain several results on p’-nilpotent groups. We know that

a minimal normal subgroup of a nilpotent group lies in the center of the group.
The corresponding result is not true for p’-nilpotent groups, in general, as A4
shows with p 2. In the light of this observation we give the following propo-
sition.

PROPOSITION 4.1 Let G be p’-nilpotent and let N be a minimal normal subgroup

of p-free order in G. Then N !Z(G).
PROOF: Since G is p’-nilpotent, it is solvable. N is of p-free order implies

that N <=Gp VGp. Gp is nilpotent since G is p’-nilpotent. N is a prime power

group since G is solvable. N is of p-free order shows that N is a q-group, q # p.
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Gp < C (N) N<G<G since G is p’-nilpotent. Hence [ N, Gp ] I, i.e., Gp G

implies N Gq Gq This shows that L N( Z(Gq) I. Gp is nilpotent, so

Gp CG(L). Thus G GpGp CG(L), i.e., CG(L) G. Hence L N N FZ(Gq)
because N is a minimal normal subgroup of G. Hence N Z(Gq). Combining this with

N Gp Gp nilpotent, we have Gp CG(N). Thus G GpGp CG(N),
i.e., N !Z(G). Q.E.D.

Next we obtain some information on maximal subgroups of p-free index in a group

which possesses a p’-nilpotent maximal subgroup.

PROPOSITION 4.2 Let N be a p’-nilpotent maximal subgroup of G. Then for

every maximal subgroup M of p-free index in G we have either MG NG or M<G.

The proof follows easily from 2.9(iv).
J.G. Thompson showed that if a group has a maximal subgroup which is nilpotent

of odd order then G is solvable, in particular, G is nonsimple. We now prove a

similar theorem for a group with a p’-nilpotent maximal subgroup under suitable

conditions and give examples to show that the conditions are necessary.

THEOREM 4.3 Let N < G, N p’-nilpotent. If (i) P [ G N ],

(ii) N is not a 2-group,

then G is a nonsimple group.

PROOF" (I) Suppose p INf. Then Np-N, i.e., N NG(Np). Since p [ G N ],

NG(N Let NG(NpNp < Gp for some Gp. Hence Np g Np. Hence < N g > !

Np < G since N < GNG( e Np
(2) p INl.

Hence N is nilpotent. If N is not a Hall subgroup of G, then there exists a prime

q INI [ G N ] ). As in (I) we see that Nq <= G. So we now assume that N

is a Hall subgroup of G. Suppose N is of odd order. Then using Thompson’s theorem
mentioned above we see that G is nonsimple, hence we assume that N is of even order,

by hypothesis N is not a 2-group. Let r be any prime divisor of INf. Then Nr
N and hence N NG(Nr). Since N < G we have either NG(Nr) G or NG(Nr) N. If

NG(Nr) G for some r, then NrmG and hence G is nonsimple. On the other hand,

if NG(Nr) N M r dividing IN I, then G is not simple by a theorem of Wielandt

(see Satz 7.3, p. 444 of [5]). Q.E.D.

REMARK Hypotheses (i) and (i i) are necessary in 4.3. Take G A5 and N A4.
N < G, N is 2’-nilpotent and [ G N ] 5. G is simple. Take G PSL( 2 31

and N G2. N < G, N is nilpotent and G is simple.

We know that if N<G, then p(N) p(G) by 2.9(ii). Hence p(N) p(G) N.

The question of when equality holds leads to the next result.

THEOREM 4.4 Let N be a p’-nilpotent normal Hall subgroup of G. Let N n p(G)
be nilpotent. Then p(N) N n p(G).

PROOF" Let D N n p(G). As noted before p(N) D. N p’-nilpotent implies

Np-G. Also, Np p(N) p(G). Hence p [ D p(N) ], but for some i,
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Pi [ D @p(N) ] where N NpNpl Np Suppose that pj pj pj
r 2 s

are the only primes that do not divide [ D @p(N) ] besides p, where {Jl Js
{I r }. Let M be a normal Hall subgroup of N minimal with respect to

(IMI, [O’@p(N)]) > I. Take M NpNpj Npj Npi and note that

s

IMI [ D p(N) ] pi > I, Pi # p M has a normal Hall subgroup K such that

M/K Mpi since M is p’-nilpotent. Let QO Dpi D nilpotent implies QO char

D < G, so QO < G. Since Pi IMI and M is a Hall subgroup in N, QO M"

,p(Mpi) (Mpi)" Consider L K,(Mpi) M. Since L & NM(L), Mpi & NM(K) M.

Mpi =< NM(Mpi ))’ we have L < M. Suppose QO < L. Since Pi IKI’ QO < (Mpi )"

Using Hilfssatz 3.3(a), p.269 of [5], QO @(N) @p(N); i.e., Pi # [ D @p(N) ].

This is a contradiction and so QO L. We now show that this too leads to a con-

t.radiction. Let R LQ0 M is a normal Hall subgroup of N so that M is a normal

Hall subgroup of G, since N is a normal Hall subgroup of G. Using Schur’s

complementation theorem Theorem 2.1, p.221 of [7] G MV, M V I. Since

L K(Mp and M KMpl M/L is an elementary abelian Pi- group. Further,

Pi IVI. Consider G/L (M/L)-(VL/L). VL/L V, so V can be considered as

operating on a module M/L over GF(Pi). We can apply Maschke’s theorem to R/L M/L

since Pi # IVI. Hence M/L (R/L) x (RI/L) where RI/L < G/L. i.e., M RR and

R FIR L. QO L implies that L < R, so RI < M. Hence RIV < G. RIV U <. G

for some U <- G. L RI < RIV U. M KMpi and p, Pi T(M). Therefore,

Gp K L < U i.e., [ G U ] is p-free. Hence p(G) U. By choice of

QO QO D Op(G) U. Therefore, LQoRlV &U. LQoRlV RRlV MV G U.

Thus we arrive at a contradiction when we assume that p(N) < D. Hence

p(N) D. Q.E.D.

COROLLARY 4.5 If F(G) is a Hall subroup of G, then pF(G))
F(G) p(G) V p.

THEOREM 4.6 Let G be solvable with M - N < G and let N be a Hall subgroup

of G with N fh@p(G) nilpotent. Let x be a set of primes containing p. Then

N/(M(NCh@p(G))) n-closed implies N/M T-closed.

PROOF Let L M(N@p(G)) and let H/L be the Hall Tosubgroup of N/L.

L/M (N(’l @p(G))/(M(’l@p(G)), a nilpotent group. Hence L/M has a normal Hall

’-su.bgroup K/M and (L/M)/(K/M) L/K, a T-subgroup. K/M char L/M -= H/M implies

K/M <m H/M.
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(1) We shall show that K/M is a Hall n’-subgroup of H/M. Suppose
q IK/MI [H/M K/M] ). q IK/MI implies q is a ’-number.
q [H/M K/M] [H K] implies q [L K], so q is a n-number. Hence q 1.
Applying Schur’s complementation theorem to K/M as a normal Hall subgroup of H/M
we have H/M (K/M).(A/M) with KCA M. Applying generalized Frattini argument,
we have N/M (NN/M(A/M)).(H/M) (NN(A)H)/M. Hence N NN(A)H NN(A)AK
NN(A)K NN(A)L, since K < L.

NN(A)M(N (’l p(G))
NN(A) @p(N), since M A and

p(N) N F @p(G) from 4.4. By hypothesis p x, so NN(A) has p-free index in N.

Applying 2.9(i), we have NN(A) N, i.e., A <= N.

(2) We shall show that A/M is a Hall x-subgroup of N/M. [N/L H/L]
IN HI [N/M H/M] is a ’-number. [N/M A/M] [N/M H/M] [H/M A/M].
[H/M A/M] is a x’-number. Thus we have shown that N/M is x-closed. Q.E.D.

THEOREM 4.7 Let G be solvable with M - N < G and let N be a Hall subgroup
of G with N(’IC#p(G) nilpotent. If N/(M(N(’I@p(G))) is p’-nilpotent, then N/M is

I, ’-nilpotent.

PROOF Let L M(N @p(G)). N/L p’-nilpotent implies N/L p-closed. Hence
N/M p-closed by 4.6. NpM/M char N/M. N/NpL (N/L)/(NpL/L) is nilpotent. Let
q IN/NpMI, so q # p. Also, q IN/NpLI- Take n {p q}. N/NpL is r-closed.
Apply 4.6 to NpM and N/NpL and conclude that N/NpM is n-closed; i.e.,

N/NpM has its Sylow q-subgroup normal. Hence N/NpM is nilpotent; i.e., N/M is

p’ -n potent. Q.E.D.

H. Wielandt has shown that if a group possesses three solvable subgroups of
pairwise relatively prime indices, then G is solvable (see Satz 1.9, p.662 of [5]).
We now prove the corresponding theorem for p’-nilpotent groups.

THEOREM 4.8 Let G have three p’-nilpotent subgroups of pairwise relatively
prime indices. Then G is p’-nilpotent.

PROOF Let H 1,2,3 be p’-nilpotent with [G H ] pairwise relatively

prime. Let D HI H2 and let p IHII. Let Pi be the Sylow p-subgroup of H

[G H ] [G H2] I implies G HIH2. [G H2] [H I D]. p divides only

one of [G H2], [G H3]. Without loss of generality assume that p [G H2].
Hence P2 GpO H2. PI < HI implies PI D =< HI. [PI D D] [PI Pl(’l D] is a

power of p. [PI D D] [HI PI D] [HI D] [G H2] shows that

[PI D D] [G H2], i.e., p [G H2]. This contradiction shows that PI D=D, i.e.,

Plh2 gPI <=D" V g G, g hlh2 h H PIg Plhlh2 <Dh2 H2. Let N <PI
g G>. N - G. PIg PI h2 < P2 implies that N is a p-group. Consider G/No By

induction on IGI, we have G/N p’-nilpotent, so Gp/N - G/N. Hence Gp < G. Consi-

der G/Gp and use induction on IG I. Hence G/Gp is a p-free order p’-nilpotent group

141
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and hence G/Gp is nilpotent. Therefore, G is p’-nilpotent. Q.E.D.

5. G -HYPERCENTER.

In this section we denote by p the information of p’-nilpotent groups. As

observed in section 2, F is a saturated subgroup closed formation with an inte-

grated local definition. In general Op(G) < ZF (G) as S4 shows with p 2. In

this section we sometimes consider groups from the class

F G Op(G) ZF (G) }.

It is well known that hypercenter Z(G) can be characterized as follows"

(i) intersection of all maximal nilpotent subgroups of G,

(ii) intersection of the normalizers of all Sylow subgroups of G.

We obtain two similar characterizations for ZF (G) when G F_I, G solvable. Using

one of these characterizations we obtain a condition for a group to be p’-nilpotent.

THEOREM 5.1 Let G be solvable, G F_I. Then Z F (G) {NG(Sq) Sq
-o qfp

is a Sylow q-complement}.

PROOF Suppose ZF (G) 1. Since G F Op(G) Zp(G). Hence Op(G) 1.

Let D NG(Sq) Sq is a Sylow q-complement}. Suppose D f 1. Clearly
qfP

D : G and for q f p, DISq Dq D. Thus D is q-nilpotent / q f p, so D is

p’-nilpotent. Dp char D <a G implies Dp <a G. Hence Dp =<__Op(G) 1. Thus D is of

p-free order and hence D is nilpotent. Let N <=D, N a minimal normal subgroup of G.

N is an r-group with r f p, and since N <= NGSr) with INI Isrl 1, we see that

[Sr N] 1. N <a Gr implies N Z(Gr) f 1. Hence there exists x f 1,

Sr < SrCG(N < CG(X Hencex NZ(Gr) with SrCG(N) < CG(X) e G S

CG(X G. Thus N <x> < Z(G) <ZF (G) 1. This is contrary to N 1. Hence

D I. Assume now that ZF (G) I. Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G

contained in ZF (G). We now consider two cases.

CASE I. N is a p-group.

In G/N, by induction on IGI, we have ZF (G/N) C {NG/N(Sq/N)}. Since the
-9 qfP

definition of ZF (G) is based on the chief factors, we see that ZF (G/N) Z F (G)/N-

NG/N(Sq/N _(NG(Sq))/N. Thus ZF (G)/N C NG(Sq))/N; i.e.,Also,
-9 q#P

(G) ( (NG(Sq)).ZF--p qp
CASE 2. N is an r-group, r p.

have N Z(G) using 4.1. Hence N <NG(Sq) / q. Therefore,Since ZF (G), we

(G/N) f (NG/N(Sq/N)). As in case 1, the result now follows. Q.E.D.ZF
-9 qP
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It is easy to verify that if M and N are normal p’-nilpotent subgroups of G,

then MN is a normal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G. However, if we drop the normality

requirement on one of the subgroups, say M, then MN is still a subgroup, but not

necessarily p’-nilpotent. Consider G S4, M G2, N A4. M is 2’-nilpotent, N

is 2’-nilpotent normal in G. However G MN is not 2’-nilpotent. We prove in the

next theorem that if M is p’-nilpotent and N < G with N <__ ZF_n(G), then MN is

p -n potent.

THEOREM 5.2 Let M be a ’-nilpotent subgroup of G, N < G, N < ZF (G).

Then MN is p’-nilpotent.

PROOF Let L be a minimal normal subgroup of G contained in No Consider

G/L. By induction on IGI, (ML/L)-(N/L) is p’-nilpotent in G/L.

CASE !. L is a p-group

FIN)p/L MN/L since MN/L is p’-nilpotent. (MN)PL/L (MN) p is nilpotent. Thus,

(MN)/(MN) is nilpotent, and hence MN is p’-nilpotent.

CASE 2. L is a q-group, q # p.

Using 4.1, L <__Z(G). By induction on IGI, MN/L is p’-nilpotento (MN)pL/L<MN/L- MN since L <_Z(G)o Also, (MN/L) q (MN/L)qL/L MN/L q # p.implies (MN)p
Hence (MN) q < MN since L <Z(G); i.e., MN is q-nilpotent q p and hence MN is

nilpotent by 2.4. Q.ED.

We now use this theorem to obtain a description for ZF (G) as the intersection

of all maximal p’-nilpotent subgroups of G.

THEOREM 53 Let G F_I. Then ZF (G) is the intersection of a maximal

p’-nilpotent subgroups of G.
PROOF Let C ((H H is a maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G). Suppose

ZF (G) I. We now show that C I. Clearly C < G. Suppose C # I. Since C _<_H,

G. Thus Cp < Op(G) <_C is p -nilpotent. Cp char C G implies that Cp
ZF (G) I implies Cp I. Therefore, C is nilpotent. Now using an argument

similar to that used in the proof of 5ol we will arrive at a contradiction to the

assumption that C I.
(I) There exists a one to one correspondence between the maximal p’-nilpotent

subgroups of G and of G/N, N as in 5.1.

For, by 5.2, N <H for every maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup ’I. Suppose K/N is

a maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G/N. If N is a p-group, then K/N

(Kp/N).(KPN/N) where Kp/N K/N and KPN/N Kp is nilpotent. Thus K is a

p’-nilpotent subgroup of G, hence a maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G. If N is a

q-group, q # p, then N <Z(G) by 4.1. Hence K/N p’-nilpotent implies K p’-nilpotent

as shown in the proof of 5.2. Thus K is a maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G

whenever K/N is a maximal p’-nilpotent subgroup of G/N.

(2) Consider G/N and apply induction on IGI. Thus, ZF (G/N) C(H/N H/N

is maximal p’-nilpotent in G/N). i.e., ZF (G)/N C(H H is maximal p’-nilpotent
-p
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in G)IN. Hence ZF (G) /](H H is maximal p’-nilpotent in G). Q.E.D.

Next we obtain a condition for a p’-element to lie in ZF (G)-

THEOREM 54 Let G be a p-closed grovp, G I" Let g be a p’-element in G.

Then the following are equivalent"

(i) g ZF (G),

(ii) for every p’-element x in G with (Ixl, Igl) I, there exists y in G such

that xYg gxy.
PROOF The theorem is trivially true if ZF (G) I. So assume that

ZF (G) I. Assume that g ZF (G). G I shows that Op(G) ZF (G). Further,

ZF (G) is p’-nilpotent. Moreover, all p’-chief factors of G that are contained in

ZF (G) are central If Op(G) I, then ZF (G) Z(G). Using a well known property

of hypercenter, we have gx xg. If Op(G) I, Op(G) Gp since G is p-closed By

definition G/Gr is p’-nilpotent, where GF is the F -residual of G. Let gGF

xGF be p’-elements of relative prime orders By induction on IGI,

(gGF)(xWG) (xWGF)(gG) for a suitable y G; i.e., [g xy] GF

gY2G YlConsider = G/Gp By induction on IGI,
P

and x Gp commute for some

Y2 xYlsuitable Yl Y2 in G such that Yl y Y2" i.e., [g ] Gp
-1

YlY2i.e., [g ] Gp, i.e., [g xy] Gp. Using Satz 1.3, p.562 of [8] we

note that gc cg where c [g xy] G and g ZF (G). g-I xy g [g xY]-I

xy c -1 Therefore g k > 0 g-k xy gk xy c-k In particular for Igl m

g-m xy gm xy c-m e c-m 1 Since c G and (p m) 1 we have c

For proving the reverse implication we consider = G/ZF (G). Let = gZF (G),

T xZF (G), II m, ITI n, (m n) 1.

Let Xl distinct primes dividing m

72 distinct primes dividing n

<g> <gl > x <g2> <x> <Xl> x <x2> where <gl > <g>l <xl> <x>2 Now

Yl Ylg for a suitable Yl e G. By choiceapplying (ii) for gl Xl we have glXl Xl I

of m n we have gm xn x2 xm whereZF (G) ZF (G). Since <x2> <x>x
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m* IXll x2 c Zp(G). Similarly g2 ZF (G). We noted earlier that

Yl Yl Yl Yl
gl Xl Xl gl Hence (gl Zp(G) (x ZF (G)) (x ZF (G))(g I ZF (G)).

Yl
Since x2 g2 ZF (G) the above equatioq yields, (g ZF (G))(x ZF (G))

(x
yl

ZF (G))(g ZF (G)). i.e., g zF (G) z () T ie., g ZF (G).

Hence (ii) implies (i). Q.E.D.

We now give an example to show that the condition that G be p-closed in 5.4

is essential.
2EXAMPLE 5.5 Let A <al> x <a2> x <a3> a I, 1,2,3. B

< b b3 I >, C A x B. D < d d7 I >. G [C]D a ale2 a a3

a aI bd b. IGl ICI’IDI 24 7 168 Z(G) B, G2, 7 AD - G. Consider

G/Z(G). This is of order 56. One Sylow 7-subgroup of G/Z(G) is DZ(G)/Z(G). Using

Sylow’s theorem, the number of Sylow 7-subgroups of G/Z(G) is of the form + 7k

and I + 7k divides 8. If DZ(G)/Z(G) - G/Z(G), then DZ(G) < G. D char DZ(G) < G

implies D < G, but D G. Hence I + 7k and hence I + 7k 8. i.e.,

G3 G2 Sylow[G NG(G7)] 8 G2, 7 Sylow 3-complement in G. G3, 7

2-complement in G. [ G NG(G2) ] number of Sylow 2-complements in G 8 implies

G2 NG(G2). Let be the formation of 7’-nilpotent groups.

ZG(G { Ng(G2 }C{ NG(G3
{ NG(G2) }, since G3 G.

B Z(G).

Thus ZG(G) Z.(G) Z(G) B, 07(G) I ZG(G). Clearly G is not 7-closed. Every

2-element commutes with every 3-element but yet no 2-element lies in ZG(G).
THEOREM 5.6 Let G be a solvable group, G I" G is p’-nilpotent if and only

if

(i) G is p-closed,

(ii) for every pair of ’-elements x,y of relatively prime orders, there exists

g in G such that x yg yg x.

PROOF Assume that G is ’-nilpotent. It is a simple matter to verify that

(i) and (ii) are satisfied.

Conversely, assume that G satisfies (i) and (ii). Using 5.4, we see that all

p’-elements of G lie in ZF (G). Since G F_I Op(G) <Zp(G). By (i) Op(G) Gp

Thus ZF (G) GPGp G. Since ZF (G) is p’-nilpotent, G is p’-nilpotent. Q.E.D.

REMARK Example 5.5 shows that we can not drop (i) in the statement of 5.6.

We conclude this paper by obtaining a generating set for the p-residual of G.
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THEOREM 5.7 Let G be a solvable p-closed group with G I" Then GF

< Ix yg] x,y are p’-elements of relatively prime orders and g is a suitable

element in G >.

< Ix yg] x,y,g as in statement >. By definition G/GFPROOF Let N

is p’-nilpotent. Using 5.6 we have N GF Let G G/N. Take x xN .and y yN.

Using an argument as in the proof of 5.4 we have Ix yg] N.

g _g_
i.e., y x Now applying 5.6 we see that is p’-nilpotent and so

GF N. Thus GF N. Q.E.D.
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